Secretly Distribution Partners with AMPED for Physical Distribution in the U.S.

On January 1, 2019 AMPED began its U.S. distribution partnership with Secretly Distribution.

IRVINE, Calif. (PRWEB) February 02, 2019 -- In a seamless transition into the AMPED family from their former home (ADA/WEA), Secretly moved over 50 active labels and thousands of releases over to AMPED. Shelly Westerhausen, Head of North American Physical Sales and Marketing said, “We are thrilled to partner with AMPED for US physical distribution in 2019. We’ve aligned with a partner that shares Secretly’s deep commitment to the physical marketplace as we continue to expand on so many great opportunities for our labels and artists.”

Secretly Distribution (SD) has been around for more than 20 years, and in 2018 is a global physical and digital distribution network serving all major markets worldwide. The catalog, as well as top sellers, cover a diverse range of genres, from indie to electronica to R&B and beyond, and are equally adept at developing the careers of underground artists as well as helping more established, pop-oriented artists reach their full sales potential across our broad international distribution network. Secretly is a completely independent company, by and for music fanatics.

With releases from Sharon Van Etten, Bon Iver, Sufjan Stevens, Angel Olsen, Tycho, Wild Nothing, Helado Negro, Mac Demarco, Grammy™ nominated Mitski and so many more, it’s no wonder why Secretly is a perfect partner for AMPED Distribution, who prides itself as being the most unique indie distributor with an unparalleled commitment to physical product and all things indie.

“Secretly Distribution is one of the most recognized and important independent operations championing what the indie spirit is all about”, states Dean Tabac head of AMPED Distribution. Dean further stated, “AMPED is humbled and honored to be entrusted as a distribution partner and to become a part of their growing legacy. AMPED’s ability to connect Secretly’s impressive roster of par excellence artists with fans wherever they shop is the core of who we are and we are elated that Secretly feels the same way.”

About AMPED WORLDWIDE: AMPED is a top tier independent distributor committed to establishing and developing independent artists and labels worldwide. Being part of Alliance Entertainment, AMPED gives the indie community access to a global distribution system with a seasoned and skilled staff that provides a suite of services and data second to none. AMPED’s customer base is the largest in the industry directly servicing brick and click retailers large and small along with (DTC) direct consumers. AMPED’s partners include AWAL/Kobalt, Believe, Bloodshoot, Cleopatra, Compass, Culture Factory, Empire, Fuel, Hopeless, IDLA, IDOL, Inner Knot, Kartel, Liger, Lindsey Stirling, Mad Decent, Manifesto, Merge, mTheory, No Sleep, Pearl, Rat Pak, Red House, Ruf, Secretly Distribution, Shanachie, SM Entertainment, Soulfood, TFE, Tuff Gong, The Holland Group, Urban Digital, Virtual Label, We Are Hear, Yellow Sound/Broadway Records and many others.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.